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The word millennial which was popularized by the longest-running noon time show Eat Bulaga has caught tele viewers’ thoughts and sympathy of having a Millennial Way of Living. Relevant reactions such as experiences during childhood, strategies in coping with working environment but most of all the way of living of a ‘millennial’. People born in this specific age group claims everything about having a cool life style and having less commitment with one thing since they are adventurous and happy-go-lucky type of individuals.

Perspective of different age groups towards millennial has turned into controversies and moral issues. Some people say that these millennials are disrespectful and arrogant since they act like they know everything. Speaking in behalf of millions of millennials around the globe is actually burying half of my body to the ground and whenever I ran-out of explanations and good points, I can just actually disappear. Being included in this age group possess advantages and disadvantages. Traditional and modern ways of coping, teaching, learning and surviving has been taught to us, simultaneously. We grow up experimenting which is much better to stay customary or always adaptable to change. The way we think has been critically criticized and scrutinized in every possible situation a critique can be. Most of the time, we are misinterpreted and maligned.

Emergence of millennial mentality among the group and even outside the group age has conquered the education sector too. Most of the teachers [especially the old ones] choose to retire that to stay because some are tired with the children and the others are being intimidated with their learners and even their new co-teachers. Millennial teachers are the so called invigorating substitute of those old teacher. Most of the millennial teachers or employees has a good career track and there are some who are successful.
enough. Basically, millennials are goal oriented and time bounded. Pushing hard in every
task since You-Only-Live-Once - #YOLO. Seeking every steps of they in order to meet
requirements in their respective jobs.

Millennials are not obsessive with success. It is success that is drove unto them.
Reminded of the quote, “Great things come in small beginnings.” Just like the old folks in
the society who have come and walk same path, we are also leaving footprints and setting
standards for the next generation. Thinking that in every competition there is always a
winner and in every victory there should be a celebration. Being in this age group is not a
curse but, this is the life we are destined to live for in order to suffice the subject known as
Change. It is in emergence that we will be noticed and in mentality we will reign.
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